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Abstract— The Internet of Things (IoT) has generated excitement for a few years now, with start-ups and established businesses 

placing bets on the industry‘s growth. Along with the business solutions, IoT has been very vital in connecting things to the 

internet. Thereby achieving a communication among the connected devices, I have conducted a research on opportunities and 

challenges of IoT. In the research study, I explored the need of IoT, possible ways to implement IoT, various sensors and devices 

etc. The study has been well explained in this paper. Internet of Things has definition, pros and cons. Various implementations of 

IoT could be done by using both proprietary hardware and open hardware I have place a PIborad with an OS and an application 

called ―Telegram‖ to deploy the IoT software to sense and state the temperature and humidity of a location. Accordingly, I have 

recorded the values against reports generated by the bot of the telegram, and I see different devices can be connected and operated  

 

1. Introduction 
Innovation has turned into a crucial piece of human life progressively encouraging every day errands. The Internet of 

Things(IoT) is upheld by new data trade technologies, that gives People-To-Machine correspondence as well as Machine-To-
Machine (M2M). The IoT is in charge of data demand and additionally executing summons remotely over equipment with various 
elements and purposes. On the other hand, progresses in innovation likewise enable tousers with no particular learning to make 
equipment prototypes, as computerization to be utilized as a part of day by day situations, and the Raspberry pi stage is a decent 
case of innovation that backings the Do It Yourself (DIY) concept. The Raspberry pi is a standout amongst the most known and 
utilized stage in regard to equipment models development, being utilized notwithstanding for some last activities. This stage is 
extremely successful for little scale ventures development, it is open source and it doesn't require particular learning for 
undertakings advancement. In this unique situation, the IoT and stages, for example, Raspberry pi enable basic clients to make their 
own particular equipment and discuss remotely with them through the Internet, as of now profoundly utilized among individuals by 
means of cell phone envoy applications like WhatsApp or Telegram. The primary commitment of this paper is to present the 
capability of the Telegram application connected to the IoT through Telegram Bot API on the correspondence amongst individuals 
and the Raspberry pi stage, investigating advancements that permit an application initially utilized as a part of correspondence 
between individuals to be utilized as a part of the correspondence amongst individuals and machines. 
It is used in wide range of applications from security, irrigation controller, refrigeration, energy and package monitoring, 

emergency and waste management. There are different types of home automation available like remote control, browser based, 

hand gesture, voice controlled home automation. Modern systems generally consist of switches and sensors connected to a central 

hub sometimes called a "gateway" from which the system is controlled with a user interface that is interacted either with a wall-

mounted terminal, mobile phone software, tablet computer or a web interface, often but not always via Internet cloud services. 

 Evolution of internet has taken a very long time. Internet is powerful social weapon which can be used in versatile ways. From 

sharing of data, multimedia messaging, browsing to online shopping and reservation. Its difficult to imagine life without internet. 

In the internet world, people are mostly spending their time with apps so we don‘t need to shift to another arena to control the 

appliances in our homes. We can control the online services at home from anywhere with these apps.It provides an interactive and 

user friendly interface on the client side, and the devices can be controlled and monitored very easily. 

 

Nowadays the IOT is gaining more popularity by simplifying the things in home. Everything in the home is controlled by the 

devices or sensors connected to network IOT is a device to device communication.  Home devices, when remotely monitored and 

controlled via the Internet, are an important constituent of the Internet of Things. Iot is defined as Intelligent interactivity between 

human and things to exchange information & knowledge for new value creation. Iot constitutes of 3 important elements sensor , 

connectivity ,people and processes. Sensors are devices which can detect every small change in environment similar to our sensory 

organs. Sensors of temperature, pressure, sound and other varied physical parameters can be measured.  The inputs are   digitized 

and placed onto networks. These networked inputs can be combined with bidirectional systems that integrate data, processes, and 

systems to get desired results. By the advancement of new technologies, controlling and monitoring services have been started to 

send over the internet which provides interaction with devices and machinery. We use apps like MQTT dashboard which connect 

to the servers and control the appliances and read the status of the sensors using MQTT protocol which is a machine to machine 

protocol especially used for device to device communication. Innovation is utilization of science. To be capable make an item 

utilizing the quick innovation that will helpful to others prompting the advance of group. The plan and usage requiring little to no 

effort yet adaptable and secure frameworks depends on home robotization framework. Remote home automation is actualized 

http://www.ijrit.com/
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through a system of interconnected gadgets which can screen frameworks. An approach for executing different home automation 

is finished utilizing single Raspberry Pi. A remote home computerization is a developing pattern in this time. Savvy home 

mechanization gets itself a place that can't be dismissed, as more physical segments can be associated through the web, i.e., 

remotely. The essential components in a remote home robotization organize comprise of an inserted sensor went with actuators. 

 

2. Literature survey 

Ankush B.powar, shasikanth gumhre, ―A SURVEY ON IoT APPLICATIONS, SECURITY CHALLENGES AND 

COUNTER MEASURES‖, international conference on computing, dec 19-21, 2016.This paper provides a detailed analysis of the 

various applications and services of IoT. The analysis results show that the major services of IoT are AAL, Internet m-health, 

community healthcare, indirect emergency healthcare, and embedded gateway configuration. Further, the applications of IoT are 

classified into two types such as single condition applications and clustered condition applications. The single condition 

applications such as glucose level monitoring, ECG monitoring, blood pressure monitoring are used for managing a particular 

disease. Whereas, the clustered condition applications such as rehabilitation system, medication management, and wheelchair 

management are used for managing multiple diseases[1]. 

 KonstantinosChristopoulos, Christos Antonopoulos, NikolaosVoros, and TheofanisOrfanoudakis,‖Building Automation 

Systems in the World of Internet of Things‖, G. Keramidas et al. (eds.), Components and Services for IoT Platforms, Springer 

International Publishing Switzerland 2017.This paper clarifies the possibility of a completely useful keen home has been a fantasy 

since the mid of the twentieth century. The first trials begun in the 1960s with the utilization of local keen gadgets, yet this has 

turned into a reality just amid the most recent decades. Keen home, as a term, was likewise presented in 1984 by the American 

Association of Housebuilders. From that point forward, things have drastically changed with significant progresses in the area of 

astute building control. All the more specifically, houses, schools, and offices security can be definitely upgraded through 

electrical and electronic hardware while their vitality impression limited with internal atmosphere control which augments the 

solace and wellbeing of the inhabitant.[2] 

 

 SukhenDas,souvikghosh, RishirajSarker, ―A Bluetooth Based Sophisticated Home Automation System Using 

Smartphone‖, international conference on intelligent power and instrumentation, 2016.This paper speaks to a solid, reduced, 

fastand ease brilliant home automationsystem, in light of Arduino (microcontroller) and Android application. Bluetooth chip has 

been utilized with Arduino, in this way wiping out the utilization of PCs (PCs).Various gadgets, for example, lights, DC 

Servomotors have been consolidated in the outlined framework to show the plausibility, dependability and brisk operation of the 

proposed brilliant home framework. The whole outlined framework has been tried and it is seen fit for running effectively and play 

out the coveted operations, for example, exchanging functionalities, position control of Servomotor, speed control of D.C engine 

and light force control (Via Voltage Regulation)[3] 

 Hattie Clougherty, Alec Brown, Margaret Stonerock, ―Home Automation and Personalization Through Individual 

Location Determination‖, IEEE 978-1-5386-1848-6/17/$31.00 2017.This project has demonstrated that Bluetooth Low Energy 

and beaconing devices can provide micro-location data that increases accuracy and functionality in smart home technologies. By 

approaching the problem of identifying users in a given room with the Observer-Broadcaster configuration, the system can micro-

locate devices beyond just smartphones running user applications, allowing for additional compatibility with wearables. The data 

flow spanning from collecting advertising packets up to identifying users and analysing movement within the home has been 

developed as a proof of concept to demonstrate its feasibility for smart home applications.[4] 

  

Ishan Krishna, K. Lavanya,‖Intelligent Home Automation System using BitVoicer‖,11th International Conference on 

Intelligent Systems and Control, 2017.The proposed framework is extremely valuable for elderly and physically crippled people 

who need a physical help for every day needs. It takes out the confinement of wiring inconveniences likewise the scope of voice 

orders can be stretched out by utilizing remote switches and lOT. In case the feasible value and the cost of home computerization 

abatement will empower similarity with future advances for modified client bolster. It infers that creation limit and also 

development level should upgrade progressively. In Future, the utilization of Aurdino can empower the control by means of., 

unified server through savvy cell phones.[5] 

 

VamsiKrishna,haribabukandala,―ASmart Home Automation technique with Raspberry Pi using IoT‖, International 

conference on smart sensors, 2015.In this paper, we are presenting a proposed system for Smart Home Automation technique with 

Raspberry Pi using IoT and it is done by integrating cameras and motion sensors into a web application. To design this system, we 

are using a Raspberry Pi module with Computer Vision techniques. Using this, we can control home appliances connected through 

a monitor based internet. Raspberry Pi operates and controls motion sensors and video cameras for sensing and surveillance. For 

instance, it captures intruder's identity and detects its presence using simple Computer Vision Technique (CVT). Whenever 

motion is detected, the cameras will start recording and Raspberry Pi device alerts the owner through an SMS and alarm call.[6] 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7873584/
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Raspberry pi 

Several generations of Raspberry Pis are free. the primary generation (Raspberry Pi 1 Model B) was free in Gregorian calendar 
month 2012. it absolutely was followed by an easier and cheap model Model A. In 2014 the inspiration free a board with associate 
improved style in Raspberry Pi 1 Model B+. The model set this "mainline" form-factor. Improved A+ and B+ models were free a 
year later. A slow down "compute" model was free in Gregorian calendar month 2014, and a Raspberry Pi Zero with smaller size 
and restricted input/output (I/O) and general input/output (GPIO) talents was free in Nov 2015 for US$5. The Raspberry Pi 2 that 
another a lot of RAM was free in Gregorian calendar month 2015. Raspberry Pi 3 Model B free in Gregorian calendar month 2016 
is bundled with on-board WiFi and Bluetooth. As of 2016, Raspberry Pi 3 Model B is that the newest inject Raspberry Pi. These 
boards are priced between U.S. $20–35. 
All models feature a Broadcom system on a chip (SoC), which incorporates associate ARM compatible central process unit (CPU) 

associated an on chip graphics process unit (GPU, a Video Core IV). CPU speed ranges from 700MHz to 1.2GHz for the Pi 3 and 

on board memory vary from two56 MB to one GB RAM. Secure Digital (SD) cards are accustomed store the package and 

program memory in either the SDHC or MicroSDHC sizes. Most boards have between one and 4 USB slots, HDMI and composite 

video output, and a 3.5 millimeter jack for audio. Lower level output is provided by variety of GPIO pins that support common 

protocols like I²C. The B-models have associate 8P8C local area network port and also the Pi 3 has on board Wi-Fi 802.11n and 

Bluetooth. 

The Foundation provides Raspbian, a Debian-based UNIX system distribution for transfer, still as third party Ubuntu, Windows 

ten IOT Core, RISC OS, and specialised media center distributions. It promotes Python and Scratch because the main artificial 

language, with support for several different languages. The default code is closed supply, whereas associate unofficial open supply 

is offered. 

In Gregorian calendar month 2016, the Raspberry Pi Foundation proclaimed that that they had oversubscribed eight million 

devices, creating it the popular United Kingdom notebook computer, before the Amstrad PCW. Sales reached 10 million in 

September 2016. 

The Raspberry Pi hardware has evolved through many versions that feature variations in memory capability and peripheral-device 

support. 

 
This diagram depicts Models A, B, A+, and B+. Model A, A+, and therefore the Pi Zero lack the LAN and USB hub elements. 

The LAN adapter is internally connected to a further USB port. In Model A, A+, and therefore the PI Zero, the USB port is 

connected on to the system on a chip (SoC). On the Pi 1 Model B+ and later models the USB/Ethernet chip contains a five-point 

USB hub, of that four ports area unit accessible, whereas the Pi 1 Model B solely provides 2. On the Pi Zero, the USB port is 

additionally connected on to the SoC, however it uses a small USB (OTG) port. 
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B. Telegram Bot 

 
Telegram is a about freedom and open source – our code is open for everyone, as is our API. Today we‘re making another step 

towards openness by launching a Bot API and platform for third-party developers to create bots. Bots are simply Telegram 

accounts operated by software – not people – and they'll often have AI features. I then immediately created a bot, which can be 

achieved directly from telegram... talking to the bots' god, BotFather! Use the /newbot command to create a new bot. The 

BotFather will ask you for a name and username, then generate an authorization token for your new bot. The name of your bot 

is displayed in the contact details and elsewhere. The Username is a short name, to be used in mentions and telegram.me links . 

Usernames are 5-32 characters long and are case insensitive, but may only include Latin characters, numbers, and underscores. 

Your bot's username must end in ‗bot‘, e.g. ‗tetris_bot‘ or ‗TetrisBot‘. The token is a random unique string, e.g., 

110201543:AAHdqTcvCH1vGWJxfSeofSAs0K5PALDsaw, that is required to authorize the bot and send requests to the Bot 

API.[7] 

They can do anything – teach, play, search, broadcast, remind, connect, integrate with other services, or even pass commands to 

the Internet of Things At the core, Telegram Bots are special accounts that do not require an additional phone number to set up. 

Users can interact with bots in two ways Send messages and commands to bots by opening a chat with them or by adding them to 

groups. Please save the token; this is your unique key that your bot will need later on to send messages. Given the nature of the 

project, I wanted to code something that was easy to deploy and use in different environments. For this purpose Node.js seemed 

optimal. I started looking at packages that would abstract the Telegram API in order to use it within Node, and I found one that 

looked promising: telegram 

They have good documentation, and it seemed to be exactly what I needed. 

Needless to say, I was playing around with their examples and sending/receiving test messages on my own telegram account. 

Once I confirmed that it was working well, I moved on to the second part, getting familiar with NEM API. NEM NIS API 

Documentation is quite detailed and easy to read. I was lucky to be familiar with the main concepts already, although there should 

absolutely be no problem for newcomers to read through the documentation. 

What one should know is that there are a bunch of nodes out there that process transactions and keep in sync the blockchain. In 

this blockchain, we can find all the information we want on any wallet. 

There are two approaches to this: 

 Running a node locally and having the full blockchain 

 Connecting to an existing super node 

Supernodes are special nodes that are usually always available. They get rewards for that, and we can safely rely on them to 

retrieve information about wallets' balances, using NEM's API. 

A list of Supernodes can be found here: Once I picked up a supernode and my wallet address, I dug into the API documentation, 

and I found out that the API is really simple and it consists in an HTTP GET which returns a json object with all the information 

we need. This is useful for chat bots or news bots like the official TechCrunch and Forbes bots. Send requests directly from the 

input field by typing the bot's @username and a query. This allows sending content from inline bots directly into any chat, group 

or channel. Messages, commands and requests sent by users are passed to the software running on your servers. Our intermediary 

server handles all encryption and communication with the Telegram API for you. You communicate with this server via a simple 

HTTPS-interface that offers a simplified version of the Telegram API. We call that interface our BotAPI.  

https://core.telegram.org/bots#commands
http://nabovyan.xyz/telegram-node-bot/
https://telegram.me/techcrunchbot
https://telegram.me/forbesbot
https://core.telegram.org/bots/inline
https://core.telegram.org/bots/api
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Bots have no online status and no last seen timestamps, the interface shows the label ‗bot‘ instead. Bots have limited cloud storage 

— older messages may be removed by the server shortly after they have been processed. Bots can't initiate conversations with 

users. A user must either add them to a group or send them a message first. People can use telegram .me/<bot_username>links or 

username search to find your bot. Bot usernames alwaysendin‗bot‘(e.g. @TriviaBot, @GitHub_bot). When added to a group, bots do 

not receive all messages by default (see Privacy mode). Bots never eat, sleep or complain (unless expressly programmed otherwise). 

Simple python telegram bot based on Telepot library to monitor server status via app. No need to set port-forwarding‘s, no custom 

signed certificates, no webhooks, no bullshit. You'll need to run bot.py:-Python interpreter, on debian: "sudo apt-get python". -

Telepot library, on debian with python installed: "sudo pip install telepot". -Telegram bot token, obtainable via @BotFather chat, 

write it instead of TOKEN at the bottom part of the code. -Personal chatid, write it instead of YOURCHATID at the beginning and 

at the bottom part of the code. To enable bot to communicate with you ( due to telegram security policy, anti-spam etc...), you 

need to chat first by opening bot chat and sending "/start", enough to unlock bot direct messaging without human interaction. To 

run bot upload to your server, move to its dir and run "python bot.py", set read permissions. The bot is configured to reply only to 

your chatid (in yor chat) for security reasons, if you want to make it reply to everyone apply these changes to the python script: 

Remember python indentation rules, never use spaces to indentate or you'll get execution errors, use tabs instead. To add more 

defined commands simply aggregate to "def handle(msg)" function more elif cases. Have fun. If you want to give bot root access 

run it as root with "sudo python bot.py" You can AutoStart the bot following this tutorial 

@ImageBot – send this bot a keyword and it‘ll provide you with a relevant picture. 

@TriviaBot – test your trivia knowledge or add to groups to compete with friends. 

@PollBot – add this one to group chats to create polls. 

@RateStickerBot – discover and rate new stickers. 

@AlertBot – set a time and this bot will send you a reminder for anything you like. 

@HotOrBot – find friends with this Tinder-like dating bot. 

@GithubBot – track GitHub updates. 

@StoreBot – find new bots and rate them. 

Our beta testers needed only a few hours to build these bots – setting up a new bot is a breeze. Just generate a key 

with@BotFather and use a simple https API to control your bot. If you‘re an engineer, check out our Introduction to bots for 

details. Bots in Telegram will look different from human users: their chat and profile screens have a slightly different UI and they 

don't have access to all messages by default when added to groups. 

Once you've launched your bot, watch it spread. In Telegram, any forwarded message contains a link to its original sender. This 

means any message from your bot forwarded to a person or group is a messaging equivalent of a retweet – bots are viral. 

Additionally, all bots have an Add To Group and a Share button in their profile. You can set up a description and link that will be 

used when people share your bot on Telegram or other platforms[7] 

 

4. Implementation 

An essential PC. I didn't understand that you can't simply get the Pi running without as of now owning another PC, Mac or PC. 

Ideally you as of now have one of these, or this venture just got significantly more costly. A SD memory card reader. The 

Raspberry Pi needn't bother with this, yet your essential PC does as such you can exchange establishments from it to the Pi. A 

great deal of PCs accsompany an inherent card reader, however in the event that yours wouldn't, you may like to put resources into 

one. Presently, we should quick forward to the day when your Raspberry Pi and every one of its embellishments touch base via the 

post office. This is what to do, and when to do it. Put your Raspberry Pi for its situation. Unless it's exceptionally altered, it ought 

to keep on having openings in it for the greater part of the Pi's inputs1. Set the Pi aside and go to your essential PC. Embed your 

SD card and organization it according to the Foundation's bearings. This will introduce a recuperation program on it so you can 

spare your card regardless of the possibility that you break it with your tinkering. Download NOOBS on your essential PC. Short 

for New Out Of Box Software, it's the Raspberry Pi Foundation's fittingly named distro for first-time Pi clients. A distro is a 

bundle establishment of Linux and its related programming.  

Stack your NOOBS download onto the recently arranged SD card. Time to begin with the Raspberry Pi. Slide the SD card into the 

underside of the Raspberry Pi, and ensure it's situated effectively; it'd be terrible to break your Pi before you turn it on! Associate 

it to the power supply, screen, console, and mouse. The Raspberry Pi will boot up and take you the NOOBS screen. On the off 

chance that it doesn't, check your energy supply and HDMI links and ensure they're secure. Select an OS to introduce. On the off 

chance that you select the default Raspbian, prescribed for apprentices, Adafruit has an extraordinary instructional exercise on the 

procedure. This introduce will take a while (20 minutes for me) so this is a decent time to go accomplish something else. Once the 

record duplicates, you'll get a notice that says, "Picture connected effectively." Press return, and the Pi will reboot. Presently it will 

boot into the working framework's graphical UI, which looks a ton like Windows 98. 

Requirements: C library for Broadcom BCM 2835 as used in Raspberry Pi This is a C library for Raspberry Pi (RPi). It provides 

access to GPIO and other IO functions on the Broadcom BCM 2835 chip, as used in the RaspberryPi, allowing access to the GPIO 

pins on the 26 pin IDE plug on the RPi board so you can control and interface with various external devices. 

 

https://telegram.me/triviabot
https://telegram.me/githubbot
https://core.telegram.org/bots#privacy-mode
https://telegram.me/imagebot
https://telegram.me/triviabot
https://telegram.me/pollbot
https://telegram.me/ratestickerbot
https://telegram.me/alertbot
https://telegram.me/hotorbot
https://telegram.me/githubbot
https://telegram.me/storebot
https://telegram.me/botfather
https://core.telegram.org/bots
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Configure the GPIO pins of the raspberry pi board and an executable code can be written by using Python language or Java Script 

(for Java Script Node.js should be installed in the raspberry pi board).Connect the sensors and equipment to the Raspberry Pi 

board and run the code,open Telegram app type Bot Father in search form and give the username and bot name that should end 

with the Bot at the end,in Response we get Token to encrypt the Bot that which give response to our bot only.   

 

5. Results and Discussion 

 

Open the telegram on the raspberry board and open the home automation temperature sensor bot and then list of 

command,/getouts-shows the status of the two relays  /setout1ON|OFF,/setout2ON|OFF sets one of the outputs to ON or 

OFF,/gettemp-shows the actual temperature,/gethum-shows the actual humidity. 
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6. Conclusion 

 

In a intense study of Internet of Things, I found it to be hypothetical based on its purpose of application. It means IoT provides a 

lot of automation by connecting things. Connecting things has been made easy by the various sensors and embedding them them 

to the devices. In my instance of application with telegram messenger, I have used bots to communicate with the connected things 

in a house. Later by the statistical report given by the bot any user can take the decision on automation of house. With the 

emerging technologies, I have been successful in exploring the connectivity of various things in a house and also as a network 

specialist I also reported the pros and cons of connecting things. In future I would see the connected things at a different 

applicative arena, where it could be used in all contingency situations. It is found that IoT can be implemented and integrated with 

any software application. So this paper is just an instance of IoT's implementation using a messenger application. 
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